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ROBERT L. EVANS

Much work has been done in getting asymptotic solutions of certain

linear ordinary differential equations containing a parameter.2' This

note presents an important new application of the Cauchy-Kowalev-

sky theorem3 in the solution of such differential equations. In particu-

lar, a convergent solution is presented for the initial value problem in

which

n

(1) y<»> - £ X"'P/x, *)-y(*-fl = o
i-i

and

(2) y<»(X, 0) = (/O Z &..Í-X- for j = 0, 1, • • • , n - 1,
a—0

where:

oo oo

(3) (i) Py(X, *) -    £ Z a;.„.vX-"*",

(ii) the given series in (2) and (3) converge wherever \x\ <x0 and

|X|>Xo,
(iii) » and p are positive integers and the m/s are non-negative

integers, and

(iv) x is a complex variable while X is a complex parameter.

In the present treatment (1) and (2) are considered in a certain

neighborhood of x = 0 and, for the parameter X, in a neighborhood of

X= ». The point at x = 0 is said to be a regular point of (1), and

whenever one or more m¡ is positive, x = 0 is also said to be a turning

point of (1).

The transformations

z = \px   and    y(X, x) = y(X, z/\p) = w(\, z) = w(\, \px)
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convert (1) to

n

(4) w<»> = £ PA z/\p)w<n~» = 0.
y-i

This transformation has been used only occasionally in the past and

it is presented here in a way that shows how much it simplifies the

treatment of otherwise difficult problems. This point is illustrated

clearly but briefly in subsequent examples.

The solution of (4) (when (2) is also considered) is

00 00

(5) w(\, z) = £ Z bajik-tfi
<r_0 0=0

if the &'s not given in (2) are defined by solving for bí¡r+n in the fol-

lowing equation when q, r = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • . Thus

(r+l)-(r + 2).-- (r + n)b9,T+n

-V     V V (r-v + n- i)\
,,. ~   2-1 2-i 2-1 . . aÍ,l¡,>"q+P*-H.r-v+n-l
(O) y=l   ^-pmj    »=[(i.-M-l)/p] V  —  V)\

- V   V V (r-v + n-î)\
2-1     2-1 2-1 . .. ai.li.'bq+pv-ii,r~r+n-j
j-1   M-i"o    »-[(i+p-O/p] V — V)l

if juo = max { — pm¡, (q-pr)},

greatest integer contained in

[(p- P- l)/p] =((p- a- l)/p), p < p - 1  ,

0, u £ p - 1,

and if [(q+p) —p)/p] is defined similarly.

The region of convergence for the solution given by (5), together

with (2) and (6), is easily extended beyond the range given for this

case by the original Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem.3 Successive ap-

plication to z (with X fixed) and to X (with z fixed) of a well known

method of treatment4 yields the result that the series in (5) is con-

vergent for all finite z and for all X such that |X| >Xo.

In terms of the original problem, (1) and (2), the final solution is

(7) y(\ x) = T,2Z b.^"-*
a-0 ß=0

which converges wherever |:c| <x0 and |X| >X0. In using this result

4 E. T. Copson, Theory of functions of a complex variable, Oxford University Press,

1935, pp. 85-86.
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it is helpful to note that for many subcases of (1) the parts of (7) re-

sulting when a is a fixed single value, namely Zj-o baß (Kpx)ß, are

forms of well known and tabulated functions.

For example, when, in (1), n = 2, p = m2 = l, Pi(X, x)=0, and

a2,i,,, = 0 for all v whenever p = 0 or 1 (mod 3), then T. M. Cherry's

results [3] show the relation of (7) to Bessel and Airy functions. The

present results give a simple expression of those that Cherry obtained

when his z variable is bounded—because our x is the analogue of that

variable.

In independent and almost simultaneous work, R. E. Langer [2]

studied the generalization of Cherry's case that arises when, in (1),

n = p = 2, mi = l, Pi(X, x)=0, and a2,ß,, = 0 for all v whenever p = 0 or

2 (mod 3). In Langer's work the Bessel function representations were

used. Since Langer's £2 is most closely related to the z of the present

treatment, the result in (7) relates to those that Langer found for

bounded values of his £ (his |£| =N).
The author generalized Langer's case [5] in the form of that sub-

case of (1) in which n = p = 2, m2 = l, and Pi(X, x)=0. The results of

that study are related to (7) in the same way as Langer's and Cherry's.

That is, for all three cases the present results confirm and can replace

the earlier ones corresponding to bounded values of our z (or \px).

However, the present results would need extension before they could

be related to the earlier asymptotic solutions pertaining to un-

bounded values of our z (|z| >N).
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